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ABSTRACT
From tweets to urban data sets, there has been an explosion in the volume of textual data that is associated with
both temporal and spatial components. Efficiently evaluating queries over these data is challenging. Previous approaches have focused on the spatial aspect. Some used
separate indices for space and text, thus incurring the overhead of storing separate indices and joining their results.
Others proposed a combined index that either inserts terms
into a spatial structure or adds a spatial structure to an
inverted index. These benefit queries with highly-selective
constraints that match the primary index structure but have
limited effectiveness and pruning power otherwise. We propose a new indexing strategy that uniformly handles text,
space and time in a single structure, and is thus able to efficiently evaluate queries that combine keywords with spatial
and temporal constraints. We present a detailed experimental evaluation using real data sets which shows that not only
our index attains substantially lower query processing times,
but it can also be constructed in a fraction of the time required by state-of-the-art approaches.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The ubiquity of sensors, GPS-enabled smartphones and
social networks has led to an explosion in the volume of documents that have both spatial and temporal components.
Twitter has over 288 million active users that generate 500
million tweets each day; 80% of these are on mobile devices
producing tweets with geographical information [31]. An
increasing number of urban data sets are being made available by cities worldwide, and most of these contain spatiotemporal and textual attributes [5]. These open data present
new opportunities and can help us better understand different aspects of human life.
Analysis of these data demand complex queries that include constraints specifying regions, keywords, and time intervals of interest. For example, to track how the flu spreads
in a city, one can search for tweets that mention flu-related
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terms in different neighborhoods, over different periods of
time [14]. Efficiently evaluating such queries is challenging,
in particular, over large volumes of data and when interactive response times are required.
Different representations have been used to store and index spatial, temporal and textual information. Text documents are usually modeled as bag-of-words and stored in flat
structures like inverted indices [25]. Time can be represented
in a one-dimensional space. Space, on the other hand, consists of two (or more) dimensions and is often indexed using
space-partitioning structures such as R-trees [18], grids [27],
quadtrees [17], or space-filling curves [34]. A natural approach is thus to use multiple indices to deal with textual, spatial and temporal components, one per attribute
type [32]. The results of a query are then produced by taking the intersection of the result sets returned by each index.
Besides its simplicity, this approach is also general and supports a wide range of queries. However, this comes at a high
cost: many irrelevant documents are likely to be retrieved
for queries that contain multiple constraint types. Consider
a query such as Q5 in Table 1, which retrieves all tweets
containing a term and that was posted at given location
and time period. If multiple indices are used, three distinct
sub-queries have to be computed separately: all tweets that
contain the keyword “ebola” (inverted index), all tweets in
New York City (spatial index), and all tweets posted between Sept 1 and Dec 31, 2014 (temporal index). Assuming
that a small percentage of tweets in this spatio-temporal
slice contain the keyword ebola, a large number of tweets
would be retrieved that are not part of the query answer.
To alleviate this problem, techniques have been proposed
to combine spatial and textual information in a single index. This class of indices can be broadly classified into two
groups: spatial first, where a spatial data structure is used
to organize the documents over regions and an inverted index is associated with each region [11,16,23,33]; and textual
first, where documents are first organized by keywords and a
spatial structure is used to index the documents associated
with each keyword [13, 29, 34, 35]. These strategies were designed to evaluate top-k queries and they are beneficial for
queries whose most selective constraints match the primary
index structure, i.e., relatively few answers are returned by
the primary index, but they can be inefficient otherwise.
Consider the queries in Table 1. A spatial-first index speeds
up spatial-only queries such as Q1 and Q2, where the spatial constraint is the most selective. For Q2, there are many
fewer mentions of “ebola” and “outbreak” in New York City
than in the rest of the world, therefore filtering over space

Table 1: Comparison of different indexing strategies
Query Description
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5

Constraints

Retrieve all keywords mentioned on Twitter within 50 miles of Time Squares
Retrieve the 50 most relevant tweets that contain “ebola” and “outbreak” in
New York City
Retrieve all tweets that contain “ebola”
Retrieve all keywords mentioned on tweets posted in Dec 2014 within 50 miles
of Times Square
Retrieve tweets that contain the term “ebola” posted between Sep 1 and Dec
31, 2014 in New York City

first is advantageous. In contrast, a textual-first approach
would be inefficient for this query, since a join would be required between two potentially large result sets: tweets that
mention the keywords “ebola” and “outbreak” for the entire
world. In contrast, a spatial-first index can be inefficient
for queries whose spatial constraints are less selective, i.e.,
queries that cover regions containing a relatively large number of results. One example is Q3, which looks for tweets
all over the world; for this query, a textual-first index would
perform better. Note that, because these strategies only
take text and space into account, they can be inefficient for
queries with temporal constraints since an additional index
would be required to handle time.
Contributions. In this paper, we present ST2I, a SpatioTemporal Textual Index structure that supports the efficient evaluation of both range and top-k queries with multiple constraint types. It achieves this through a two-pronged
strategy. First, by using a single structure to index spatial, temporal and textual attributes together, ST2I is able
to uniformly handle different constraint types and filter over
multiple dimensions simultaneously, thus, reducing the number of irrelevant documents retrieved and consequently, query
execution time. For example, it efficiently evaluates queries
such as Q4 and Q5 in Table, that contain textual, spatial
and temporal constraints. ST2I extends kd-trees in different
ways. Unlike traditional kd-tree implementations which are
optimized for in-memory access, ST2I was designed to support out-of-core query evaluation. It does so by employing
a block-based storage at the leaf node level. This approach
retains the flexibility of the kd-tree in supporting multiple
dimensions and at the same time scales to large data sets
that do not fit in main memory. The memory footprint of
the index can be tuned by setting the block size. Another
benefit of this structure is that it stores the data (in the
blocks) separately from the tree. The tree is thus small and
and can fit entirely in memory, speeding up the index look
up. As we discuss in Section 3, our implementation of ST2I
uses a compact representation for the tree, which further
reduces its memory requirements.
Second, to incorporate text into this structure, ST2I uses
an efficient technique to map textual information (terms)
into numbers. This mapping must be strictly monotone so
as to allow the inclusion of the mapped terms into a spacepartitioning structure such as the kd-tree. We employ two
algorithms to encode and decode the terms that have linear
complexity in the size of the terms. The encoding and decoding operations are context free and can be applied on the
fly, without requiring intermediate storage or hash tables. In
addition, the approach supports evolving collections, where
new terms are added dynamically.
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We have implemented ST2I and experimentally compared
it against state-of-the-art indexing strategies using two realworld data sets: Twitter (8.6GB) and Wikipedia (501MB).
ST2I outperforms all other strategies for index construction
time, requires a small memory footprint, and makes efficient use of disk space. The experimental results also show
that our design decisions for the text mapping and the extensions to the kd-tree structure lead to substantial performance gains. Last, but not least, ST2I leads to very fast
query processing times for both range and top-k queries,
scaling linearly with respect to the data size and outperforming existing indices by a large margin for queries with
multiple constraint types.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose ST2I, an indexing strategy that efficiently
supports range and top-k queries containing textual, spatial and temporal constraints. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first attempt to efficiently support such
queries.
• We introduce a variant of kd-tree structure designed to
support out-of-core query evaluation. The index structure
is compact and has low overhead for disk accesses.
• We perform an extensive evaluation against state-of-theart indices using real data sets and report results which
show the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Basic
definitions are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we present
the ST2I index structure, the text encoding method, index construction, and query processing algorithms for both
range and top-k queries. We discuss our experimental evaluation and results in Section 4. Related work is reviewed in
Section 5 and we conclude in Section 6, where we discuss the
limitations of ST2I and outline directions for future work.

2.

DEFINITIONS

Given a collection of objects containing spatial, temporal
and textual components, and a query q, we aim to efficiently
identify the subset of the collection that satisfies q.
Data Model. Let D be a spatio-temporal textual data set.
A spatio-temporal-textual (stt) object o ∈ D is represented
as a tuple ho.id, o.s, o.t, o.doci where: o.id is the object’s
unique id, o.s is the spatial component – a point in multidimensional space; o.t is the temporal component – a timepoint; and o.doc is the textual content associated with the
object, modeled as a bag-of-words hw1 , w2 , ..., wn i, where n
is the number of distinct words in o.doc.
Query Model. We consider two classes of queries: range
and top-k queries. Given a range query rq = hs, t, texti,
where rq.s, rq.t, and rq.text are a spatial region, a time
interval and a list of keywords, respectively, the result of rq

consists of all objects o ∈ D satisfying all constraints (i.e.,
o.s ∈ rq.s, o.t ∈ rq.t and o.doc contains all keywords in
rq.text). The queries Q1, Q3, Q4 in Table 1 are examples
of range queries.
Instead of retrieving all items that match the query constraints, a top-k query returns only the k best results based
on a scoring function (e.g., query Q5). A top-k query can be
represented as kq = hs, t, text, ki. Similar to a range query
it has spatial, temporal and textual components, but it also
includes one additional parameter k; kq returns k objects
o ∈ D ranked according to a distance score.
Scoring for Top-K Queries. The spatial proximity dss (o, q)
between an object o and a query q is defined based on the
spatial relationship between them:
dist(o.s, q.s)
(1)
dss (o, q) = 1 −
ΓS
where dist(o.s, q.s) is the Euclidean distance between o.s and
q.s, and ΓS is the normalization factor, i.e., the maximum
Euclidean distance between two points in the dataset D.
The temporal relevance dst (o, q) between object o and a
query q is defined based on their temporal relationship:
|o.t − q.t|
dst (o, q) = 1 −
(2)
ΓT
where ΓT is the normalization factor, i.e., the difference between the smallest and largest time points in D.
The textual relevance dstext (o, q) between object o and
query q is defined based on the query semantics. In this
paper, we consider three cases:
• AND: If q.text ⊂ o.doc (i.e., o.doc must contain all keywords in q.text), dstext (o, q) = 1, otherwise dstext (o, q) =
0.
• OR: If q.text ∩ o.doc 6= ∅ (i.e., o.doc must contain at
least one keyword in q.text), dstext (o, q) = 1, otherwise
dstext (o, q) = 0.
• Distance: dstext (o, q) is the distance between o.doc and
q.text. Several ranking functions can be employed, such
as the well-known cosine similarity or BM25 [25].
The overall distance score between an object o and a query
q can then be computed by combining the spatial, temporal,
and textual distances:
ds(o, q) = α × dss (o, q) + β × dst (o, q) + γ × dstext (o, q) (3)
where α, β and γ are normalization factors that represent
the importance of the spatial proximity, temporal and textual relevance, and α + β + γ = 1. These factors are userdefined and input as parameters for each query.

3.

INDEXING SPACE, TIME AND TEXT

Different index structures have been proposed to support
the efficient evaluation of spatial queries. While these structures can be easily extended to support temporal attributes,
the same is not true for textual attributes. Here, we propose
the use of a spatial data structure to uniformly handle space,
time, and text. We make use of a context-free text mapping algorithm to encode words into a numeric system, or
ids, while preserving their alphabetical order (Section 3.1).
This allows textual data to be treated as just another numerical dimension of the index, enabling it to be efficiently
constructed and queried in a single pass over the data.

Spatial Data Structures. We considered different choices
for a spatial index structure, including kd-tree [7], R-tree [18],
quadtree [17], and grid index [27]. Quadtree and grid index
quickly become inefficient for large data sets that are not
uniformly distributed, especially in high-dimensional spaces.
R-tree-based indices (notably R∗ -tree [6]) are known for
their robustness in the presence of data skew and suitability
for disk-based query processing. They are widely used in the
spatial extensions provided by database systems. However,
they have several drawbacks for high-dimensional spaces.
Since each index entry needs to store a minimum bounding
rectangle (MBR) for all of its child nodes, the size of MBRs
grows linearly as the number of dimensions increases, so
does the storage requirement. This translates into a smaller
number of indexing entries per block (i.e., the fanout) and
reduced efficiency in disk access [36]. The overlapping regions among MBRs also grow rapidly with the increase in
the number of dimensions. This can lead to performance
degradation, as more false-positive nodes have to be read [9].
While it is possible to optimize R-trees for high-dimensional
data, i.e., minimizing overlapping regions while maximizing
coverage of MBRs, this problem is non-trivial and computationally expensive. Typically, good splitting strategies [9,18]
are quadratic with the number of dimensions, thus making
the index construction process less scalable.
A kd-tree [7] is a generalization of a binary search tree
used to organize points in k dimensional space. Each nonleaf node splits the points in its sub-trees along a hyperplane. Similar to binary search tree, points to the left of
the defined hyper-plane are present in the left sub-tree and
points to the right of the defined hyper-plane are present in
the right sub-tree. The canonical way to select the splitting
hyper-plane is to cycle through each dimension, and split at
the median value of that dimension. This allows kd-trees
to support simultaneous filtering over multiple dimensions
without the overlapping and complex partitioning imposed
by R-trees. For these reasons, we selected a kd-tree-based
structure for ST2I. Kd-trees, however, cannot be used to
organize data types such as strings. In what follows, we
discuss how we addressed this problem.

3.1

Indexing Text

The canonical kd-tree supports indexing for geometric
points. In order to index textual data, terms (or keywords)
must be encoded as points and the encoding (mapping)
method must preserve the alphabetical ordering of the terms.
The encoding function f must thus be strictly monotone,
i.e., both bijective and monotonic:
• Bijective: For each word w, there exists one and only one
associated id f (w) and vice versa. This ensures that we
can search every word and that we can map back any
index result in the numeric space to the textual space.
• Monotonic: For each pair of words w1 and w2 , if w1 comes
before w2 in the alphabetical order, then id(w1 ) < id(w2 )
(e.g., id(apple) < id(apply)). Since our indexing structure relies on numeric comparisons to identify matching
objects, these comparisons must reflect real textual relations for the index to be meaningful.
A naı̈ve approach would be to extract all distinct terms and
sort them before constructing index. Terms can be mapped
into their ranks, and a dictionary can be used during query
evaluation to translate terms in queries into their equivalent order. However, this requires a full scan of the data
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Algorithm 1: word to id and id to word algorithms
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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and sorting a potentially large number of terms. The same
expensive process is also required for indexing new terms.
To avoid this inefficiency, we employ two mapping functions for encoding and decoding text that can be applied
on the fly. As shown in Algorithm 1, the first algorithm,
word to id, does a single scan over an input string and converts it into a number using the positional notation method.
Its complexity is O(m), where m is a constant representing
the maximum word length. The second algorithm, id to word,
is responsible for converting IDs back to words and also has
O(m) complexity. These algorithms are context-free and can
be computed on the fly efficiently without requiring intermediate storage or hash tables.
Implementation Details. To design our encoding mechanism, we took the following observations into account. First
of all, words in documents usually have a small number of
characters. For instance, the average word length for English
language is 5.1 [4]. Similar numbers are found in English
literature.1 The average word length in the Wikipedia and
Twitter data sets used in our experiments is 4.9 and 5.6, respectively. Besides, the number of words having more than a
certain number of characters follow a power law distribution.
As Figure 1 shows, shorter words are more popular than
longer ones. Secondly, all English words can be expressed
by alphanumerics and a limited set of special symbols (e.g.,
hashtag (#) and hyphen (-)). Note that this is only a small
subset of the ASCII standard, and can be encoded using
fewer bits than the usual single-byte representation.
The value of m (12)
1.0
was carefully chosen so that
Wikipedia
Twitter
the corresponding number 0.8
for any word of length 0.6
12 or less containing al0.4
phanumeric characters can
be stored using native 64- 0.2
bit numbers. Figure 1 shows 0.03 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Number of characters
that less than one percent
of words in Twitter and Figure 1: Power law disWikipedia have more than tribution of word length.
12 characters. Therefore we
choose to encode the first 12 characters of any word instead
of all characters. For example international and internationalization are encoded using the same number. At query
1

root

d = 1 (time)

// s e t V t o a l p h a n u m e r i c c h a r a c t e r s
s t a t i c const char V [ ] =
”0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z ” ;
// and |V| t o t h e s i z e o f V e x c l u d i n g t h e
// n u l l −t e r m i n a t e d c h a r a c t e r a t t h e end
s t a t i c c o n s t i n t n V = s i z e o f ( V ) −1;
s t a t i c c o n s t i n t m = 1 2 ; // max word l e n g t h
u i n t 6 4 t word_to_id ( const char ∗ word ) {
u i n t 6 4 t i d =0;
f o r ( i n t i =0; w o r d [ i ] && i<m ; ++i )
id = id ∗ nV +
( ( w o r d [ i ]> ' 9 ' ) ?
( w o r d [ i ]− ' a ' +10) : // l e t t e r s
( w o r d [ i ]− ' 0 ' ) ) ;
// numbers
r e t u r n id ;
}
v o i d i d _ t o _ w o r d ( u i n t 6 4 t id , c h a r ∗ w o r d ) {
word [ m ] = NULL ;
f o r ( i n t p=m −1; p>=0 && i d ; i d/=nV , −−p )
w o r d [ p ] = V [ i d%n V ] ;
}

http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/?p=3532
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Figure 2: Structure of ST2I.
evaluation time, additional word comparisons are required
to return the correct results. As we discuss in Section 4.3,
the overhead for these comparisons is negligible. Note that
the mapping functions work for English and for languages
that use Latin characters, but they are not suitable for languages that contain non-latin characters.

3.2

The ST2I Index

The structure of ST2I is illustrated in Figure 2. It consists
of two parts: the tree (KTree) and the data (KBlocks).
KTree is similar to traditional kd-trees, but our implementation uses a more compact representation. There are two
types of nodes (KNodes): internal nodes and leaf nodes.
Each internal node stores the splitting point of the current
dimension and a pointer to the left child node. As we describe below, we store a single pointer for both left and right
child nodes. Each leaf node stores a pointer to a KBlock.
Even though internal nodes and leaf nodes have different
semantics, they are stored using the same data structure
(leaf nodes have splitting point value set to N U LL). Each
KBlock is a fixed-length array of size B and stores a list
of KPoint objects. The KPoint for an object o ∈ D is
denoted as ho.id, o.s, o.t, word to id(w), metai, where w is a
term in o.doc. A KPoint consists of two parts. The first
part is a point in n-dimensional space, where n = k + 2, k
is the number of dimensions for the spatial component, and
the two additional dimensions correspond to the temporal
and textual components. The second part, which we call
meta, can be used to store additional information that can
vary for different data and query types (e.g., word frequency
or tf-idf in top-k queries). A KPoint is created for each
term in o.doc. While this leads to some redundancy – the
space and time components in o are repeated in all KPoints
corresponding to o, it enables ST2I to uniformly handle different query constraints and filter over multiple dimensions
simultaneously.
In Figure 2, the first level of KTree splits the data set by
time, i.e., the left part of the tree contains KPoints having
their time value less than the median, and the right part

Algorithm 2: st2i build
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Input: P, root, d
if |P | ≤ B
root.content ← new Block(P )
return
cur d ← d mod n % \ l a b e l { t c : m o d }
tmp ← get value(P, cur d)
median ← nth element(tmp, |P |/2)
lef t ← 0
right ← (|P | − 1)
while lef t < right
while get value(P [lef t], cur d) ≤ median
lef t ← lef t + 1
while get value(P [right], cur d) > median
right ← right − 1
if lef t < right
swap(P [lef t], P [right])
root.median = median
st2i build(P [0...right], root.lef t, d + 1)
st2i build(P [right + 1...|P | − 1], root.lef t + 1, d + 1)
return

of the tree contains KPoints having a value greater than or
equal the median. Recursively, the data set is split on the
second level by latitude, third level by longitude, fourth level
by keyword (using word to id(keyword)), and on the fifth
level by time again. The process continues until the number of data points being considered is less than the KBlock
size B. In what follows, we discuss the advantages of ST2I
compared to other kd-tree variants [24, 26].
Separation of the Tree Structure and Data. Together
with using a compact representation (see below), separating
the tree structure and data leads to a substantial reduction
in the size of the KTree. A KTree is usually orders of magnitude smaller than the actual data, and thus, it can fit into
memory, allowing efficient traversal of the index. To derive
the answers to a query q, only KBlocks with data relevant
to q are accessed.
Compactness of Node Data. ST2I only requires 2 values (integers) per node, compared to 4 values used in [36],
and 3 values used in popular libraries like nanoflann [2] and
Spatial C++ Library [3]. Since we allocate space for the two
children of each node in a pair, we only need to store a single
pointer for both of them. This makes the index more compact, leading to higher memory locality and faster traversal
time. As a point of reference, storing 2 values instead of 3
values saves over 2GB for a 100 million tweets data set (see
Section 4).
Flat Tree Data Structure. We use a single breadth-first
ordered array to store the KTree nodes. This is similar to
the storage method used for binary heaps. The root is stored
at position 0. A node stored at position i will have its left
child (if exists) stored at position 2 ∗ i + 1 and its right child
at 2 ∗ i + 2. The array can be simply read sequentially as
deeper levels of KTree are traversed. As we describe below,
our KTree construction algorithm stores KNodes in the same
order as the traversal algorithm accesses them. Combined
with the fact that non-leaf and leaf nodes use the same data
structure, this method results in a compact storage with
high-locality of access and low disk overhead.
Use of Memory-Mapped Files. Since ST2I uses a flat
tree data structure and node size is fixed, the approximate
location of any node can be calculated efficiently. To support
out-of-core queries seamlessly, in our implementation, we
make use of 64-bit memory-mapped files that are available

Algorithm 3: st2i search
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Input: q, root
C ← {}
if q.t = ∅
C ← C ∩ st2i traverse(q, root, 0)
else
for each w ∈ q.keywords
idw ← word to id(w)
qw ← hq.p, idw i
C ← C ∩ st2i traverse(qw , root, 0)
return st2i process(C)

in current operating systems. By using kernel-space mapped
files, we avoid making copies of data in user-space and leave
the memory management to the OS.
Complexity. The KTree is balanced: each level of the
KTree is split at the median value of each splitting plane,
thus the available data points are partitioned equally between the left and right child. Recall that the ST2I uses
a block-based storage [26, 28] at the leaf nodes. This is in
contrast to the original kd-tree design, where each leaf node
links to a single record. This modification allows our data
structure to align better with external memory models. In
addition, we also use an implicit strategy of dimension interleaving to decide which axis to be split at each level. The
benefits are twofold: this improves worst-case complexity for
skewed data sets and reduces the storage cost of the KNodes.
Let N be the number of data points and B be the maximum
number of points per leaf, the maximum depth and the max) and N
,
imum number of nodes in the KTree are k log( N
B
B
respectively.
In summary, the benefits of ST2I are: (1) since data points
are stored in blocks, it is I/O friendly with a small footprint; (2) it is cache friendly, because nodes are stored in
a breadth-first order array relevant KPoints are likely to be
loaded together; and (3) the index structure can be accessed
quickly through memory-mapped files leading to increased
performance and seamless support for disk-based storage.

3.3

Index Construction

Index construction is accomplished by two algorithms:
Point Creation and Tree Construction. Point Creation makes
a single scan through data set D and converts each spatiotemporal textual object o into a list P of KPoints. Unlike
other approaches, this algorithm requires no prior knowledge
of (or statistics about) the data set. The second algorithm,
Tree Construction, uses the list P of KPoints as input and
constructs the KTree. Tree Construction is similar to the
canonical k-d tree construction, but since we use a linear
selection algorithm [10] to find the median value for each
splitting plane, it requires much less time to process each
dimension (O(N ) instead of O(N log N )).
The Tree Construction, st2i build (Algorithm 2) receives
as inputs the Point array P , the root node and the depth d
of the subtree it is building. It uses two additional parameters: n, the number of dimensions (n = k + 2); and B, the
KBlock size. The algorithm iterates over the dimensions in
the n-dimensional space. In lines 7 and 8, the keys corresponding to the current dimension are extracted and their
median value computed. Lines 9 to 17 perform in-place
swappings on P to partition all points around the pivoting
median point. Lines 19 to 20 recursively construct the left
and right subtrees of the next dimension.

Algorithm 4: st2i traverse
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Input: q, root, d
if root.content 6= ∅
return root.content
C ← {}
cur d ← d mod n % \ l a b e l { t c : m o d }
if (−∞, root.median] ∩ get value(q, cur d) 6= ∅
C ← C ∩ st2i traverse(q, root.lef t, d + 1)
if (root.median, ∞) ∩ get value(q, cur d) 6= ∅
C ← C ∩ st2i traverse(q, root.lef t + 1, d + 1)
return C

Top-k Query Support. Different from range queries, to
process top-k queries the algorithm needs to rank each candidate based on the scoring function. Since the textual relevance function requires word frequency, we make use of the
meta field of KPoint to store relative frequency of each word
in each object’s document.
Complexity. st2i build works in a divide-and-conquer
fashion similar to quicksort, but it always performs balanced
partitioning. For each partition, the complexity is linear,
bounded by the selection algorithm and the swapping process. Let M = N
be the number of leaf nodes in our k-d tree,
B
the amortized cost of building the index structure at each
dimension would be exactly O(M ). Since there is approximately k log(M ) levels, the total complexity of st2i build
is O(kM log(M )).

3.4

Query Processing

Since the spatial, temporal, and textual components of
each object are integrated in the ST2I structure, the query
processing algorithm can map any spatio-temporal keyword
query into a range search query regardless of search criteria.
To reduce the query processing time, the algorithm reads
and navigates the tree in the same order as it stored. For
each query, ST2I starts from the root of KTree and moves
down recursively, similar to the process used for index construction. At each level of the KTree, the algorithm goes
left or right depending on the split value of the current node
and the value of the query constraint in the current dimension. When a leaf-node is reached, all KPoints in the KBlock
linked from it are added to the candidate list. After the algorithm finishes traversing the KTree, each KPoint in the
candidate list is evaluated to check whether it satisfies all
query constraints. The algorithm then outputs the valid
results. Evaluation of range queries and top-k queries are
described below. For top-k queries, early termination and
candidate ranking strategies are employed to yield better
overall performance.
Range Query Processing. Single-term and multiple-term
queries are evaluated in a similar fashion. For each keyword
w in q.keywords, st2i search (Algorithm 3) converts it into
idw using the word to id algorithm and creates an individual range search query qw from q.s, q.t and idw . Then, for
each qw , st2i search traverses KTree, generates the candidate KPoints (using Algorithm 4 st2i traverse), and adds
them to the global candidate set C. Finally, depending on
the textual relevance function being used, st2i search either intersects, unions or calculates the similarity score for
candidates from different keywords, and outputs the final
results.
Algorithm 4 details the st2i traverse procedure. In addition to the search query q and the current node root,

Algorithm 5: topk st2i search
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Input: q, root
outer upperbound ← 1
topk lowerbound ← 0
cur layer ← 1
T OP K ← {}
while topk lowerbound < outer upperbound
cur radius ← cur layer × ST EP
update radius of q based on cur radius
for each w ∈ q.t
idw ← word to id(w)
qw ← hq.p, idw i
C ← C ∩ st2i traverse(qw , root, 0)
for each c ∈ C
compute combined score of c
append c to T OP K
update outer upperbound
update topk lowerbound of T OP K
cur layer ← cur layer + 1
return T OP K

st2i traverse also keeps track of the current depth d. Lines 3
and 4 check if a leaf-node has been reached. If so, all points
in the linked block are returned as candidates. Otherwise,
lines 7 to 10 compare the value of the current node (i.e.,
root.median) with the value for the query constraint in the
split dimension cur d, and recursively traverse left, right or
both, until a leaf-node is reached.
Top-k Query Processing. The key idea behind the optimization techniques for spatial top-k queries is to partition
the search space into layers relative to the position specified
in the search query. Then, the algorithm only retrieves and
validates candidates one layer at a time, thus avoiding computation and validation for answers not among the top-k.
For each layer, we need to compute the lower bound of the
top-k candidate list and the upper bound of all other points
outside of the layer. The algorithm stops when the lower
bound from the top-k is larger than the upper bound of the
remaining points.
In Algorithm 5, we present a variant of st2i search called
topk st2i search to support top-k queries. T OP K is a priority queue that stores the current best q.k objects as well as
the upper bounds and lower bounds of its members. In each
iteration, topk st2i search expands the current search radius by ST EP – the unit size of the divided spatial layers.
Assuming that the spatial search space is divided into η layers (i.e., it takes η iterations to go over all points in the
search space), ST EP = ΓηS . Then for each keyword in the
query, topk st2i search traverses through the KTree and
yields candidate list. The score for each candidate c is calculated by a scoring function and the pair hc, score(c)i is
added to T OP K. At the end of each iteration, the lower
bound of T OP K and the upper bound of the outer layer
are updated. The upper bound of outer layer is calculated
based on the upper bound of the spatial proximity, temporal
relevance and textual relevance as follows:
cur radius
outer upperbound = α×(1−
)+β ×1+γ ×1 (4)
ΓS
) is the maximum score of any obwhere α × (1 − cur Γradius
S
jects in the next layer; β ×1 and γ ×1 are the maximum possible temporal relevance and textual relevance, respectively.
The algorithm terminates when the maximum possible score
of any object in the outer layer is smaller than the minimum
score of all elements in T OP K.
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Figure 3: Index construction performance for Twitter data sets.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To assess the efficiency of ST2I, we compare its performance against state-of-the art techniques using real-world
data sets collected from Twitter and Wikipedia. We consider different aspects, including index construction, memory footprint, disk space and query processing time. We also
study the effectiveness of our design decisions, in particular,
the block-based structure and text-encoding mechanism.

4.1

Experimental Setup

State-of-the Art Approaches. We compared ST2I to different strategies for both range and top-k queries: RCA [34],
a textual-first index that uses space filling curves for spatial
components; SFC-QUAD [13], a spatial-first index that uses
quadtree for spatial components and space filling curves for
textual components; and Lucene 4.10.3 [1], an open-source
index that uses separate data structures for spatial, temporal and textual components. RCA was designed to process
top-k queries and were shown to be the best performing
strategy [34]. SFC-QUAD was shown to be the best performing strategy for range queries [12].
Not all approaches are optimized for all types of queries
or support all constraint types. For example both RCA and
SFC-QUAD do not support temporal constraints. RCA is
optimized for top-k queries and SFC-QUAD is optimized
for range queries. Therefore, to ensure a fair comparison,
we tested each approach only with queries they support and
optimize. We evaluated the SFC-QUAD implementation by
Chen et al. [12]. Implementations for the other approaches
were obtained directly from their authors.
Hardware and Software Configuration. We conducted
experiments on a PC with dual Intel Xeon E5-2695 2.4GHz
processors–12 cores in total, 16 TB of disk space and 128
GB of main memory. The OS used was Fedora 19 kernel
version 3.14.19-100. ST2I was implemented in C++ and was
compiled using GCC 4.4.6. Other approaches were compiled
using Oracle Java 1.7.0 25. We placed no CPU, memory
or I/O restrictions.
Data Sets. We experimented with two data sets. The
Wikipedia data set contains 538,176 Wikipedia articles with
geo-location extracted from Wikipedia database dumps on
August 11, 2014.2 The Twitter data set contains 100 million
geo-tagged tweets collected using the Twitter Public Stream
API3 over the course of 2 months (April - May, 2014). Details about the data sets are given in Table 2.
Queries. Since there are no publicly available workloads
for spatial-temporal-keyword queries, we generated our own.
First, keywords and spatial locations with different levels
2
3

https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20140811
https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/public

Table 2: Properties of data sets used in evaluation.
Data Set

Objects

Distinct
words
Twitter 100,000,000 6,774,156
Wikipedia 538,176
1,175,293

Distinct words Size
per object
6.54
8.6 GB
128.96
501 MB

of popularity were selected and put into separate candidate
pools. We then created different query workloads that correspond to different combinations of spatial and textual popularity levels: EASY (i.e., unpopular locations and unpopular
keywords) and HARD (i.e., popular locations and popular
keywords). Query workloads that have other combinations
of locations and keywords yield similar results as EASY and
HARD workloads and have been omitted. This workload allows us to study the behavior of the indexing strategies for a
wide range of queries with varying selectivity for the different dimensions. Additional parameters were generated for
range and top-k queries. We executed each query workload
and took the average query time for each index. Querying
times are measured in milliseconds and do not include index
loading time.

4.2

Index Construction

For each approach, we measured the index construction
time, memory footprint and disk space usage. The results
for the Wikipedia data set are summarized in Table 3. For
the Twitter data set, we also studied the scalability of the
approaches by varying the data size from 20 to 100 million
tweets. The results are shown in Figure 3.
Construction Time. Figure 3a shows the time (in log
scale) each strategy needed to build indices for different data
sizes. The time is measured in minutes and includes the
time for loading data, building index, and writing index to
disk. ST2I outperforms all other strategies. The scalability obtained by ST2I can be attributed to the context-free
text mapping algorithm and the unified kd-tree structure.
For instance, ST2I took 10 minutes to build the index for
100 million tweets – 4 times faster than Lucene, which took
47 minutes. Lucene needs to build separate structures for
spatial, temporal and textual components. RCA, which is
a textual-first approach, creates a spatial structure for every keyword, thus requiring massive amount of memory and
a large number of disk access. SFC-QUAD does not scale
well as the data increase. Its construction algorithm spends
substantial time arranging documents into Z-order, before
building a standard block-compressed inverted index; this
compression also slows down the construction process.
Memory Footprint. Figure 3b shows the memory footprint (in GB) for each index during construction. We periodically measured the memory footprint and selected the
peak value. Lucene has the smallest footprint, as a result of
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4.3

Impact of Index Design

To understand the impact of our design choices, we evaluated each individually and measured the corresponding
speedup in index construction, query processing, and space
usage.
Text Mapping. In addition to our context-free text mapping algorithm, ST2I can work with any other monotonic
function. For instance, a straightforward approach would be
to extract all distinct terms, sort them and map each term
into its corresponding position in the list. This approach
requires an additional full scan of the data, what negatively
impacts the index construction time: the time required to
build index increases by 51.21% (from 10m17s to 15m37s).
Furthermore, this approach is not update friendly: the index
to be re-constructed from scratch if data with new terms are
added.
Compactness of Node Data. ST2I uses an implicit splitting strategy and a breadth-first order array, thus, it only
needs to store a pointer to the left child in the KNode – the
pointer to the right child will always be the subsequent item
in the list. When we disable the implicit splitting strategy,
each node on KTree needs to store the split value, left and
right pointers. As a result, the size of KTree is increased by
50% (from 0.96GB to 1.5GB). The breadth-first order array
also helps reduce the processing time for both range queries
(36.98%) and top-k queries (23.96%).
Block-Based Data Access. The size and depth of the
KTree depend on number of data points B stored in each
block. For our experiments, we used B = 32. When we
disabled the block-based data access, the size of KTree increased 21.87 times (from 0.96GB to 21GB). A larger KTree
also leads to slower query processing time (3.78 times slower
for range queries and 2.52 times for top-k queries).
Long Keywords. In order to measure the overhead of
additional comparisons for longer keywords, we generated
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regularly compressing and writing data to disk. ST2I used
approximately 2.5 times the size of original data sets, as we
use in-place sorting when creating k-d tree. RCA and SFCQUAD required substantially more memory, especially for
large data sets – RCA needs to maintain a spatial structure
for every word and SFC-QUAD needs to reassign all object
IDs based on their locations on the Z-curve.
Disk Space Usage. In Figure 3c, we show the disk space
requirements for each index. All indices show a linear behavior for disk space usage as the data grows. Lucene requires
the least amount of disk space. This can be attributed to the
fact that Lucene uses LZ4 algorithm to compress data before writing to disk. However, this negatively affects the index construction time as well as the query processing times.
SFC-QUAD also uses a compression algorithm called OPTPFD to store object IDs and word frequencies in blocks,
thus, effectively reducing the disk space usage. ST2I used
less than half of the space required by RCA.

ST2I (I/O)
Lucene (I/O)
SFC-QUAD (I/O)

Disk I/O (in MB)

Disk space
(GB)
1.92
5.9
0.56
1.4

ST2I (time)
Lucene (time)
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Disk I/O (in MB)

Memory footprint (GB)
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Disk I/O (in MB)

Building
time (mins)
ST2I
0.8m
RCA
11.9m
Lucene
1.25m
SFC-QUAD 222.4m

ST2I (time)
Lucene (time)
SFC-QUAD

Disk I/O (in MB)
Querying time (in ms)

Approach

Querying time (in ms)

Table 3: Index construction on Wikipedia data set.
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Figure 4: Performance of range queries on EASY
(a, c, e) and HARD (b, d, f ) workloads on Twitter
data sets.
1000 random 2-keyword queries with terms consisting of
more than 12 characters and compared the average query
processing time of ST2I with its modified version where we
used 128-bit integers to encode words. Experiment results
showed that query processing time only increased by 1.57%.

4.4

Performance of Range Queries

We compared the query evaluation performance of ST2I
against Lucene and SFC-QUAD using the Twitter data set.
RCA is not included in this evaluation since it was designed
for top-k queries.
Queries. We created a workload consisting of 1000 unique
queries, where each query contains 2 keywords (combined
with AND semantics) and covers a 30km radius. We then
created additional workloads by varying the number of keywords and radius size for the queries, as well as different combinations of spatial-temporal popularity levels (Section 4.1).
Since SFC-QUAD was not designed to handle temporal constraints, the default workload used to compare all approaches
only contains spatial and textual constraints. Different temporal constraints were used to compare ST2I and Lucene.
Results. Figure 4 shows results for EASY and HARD
workloads. In general, ST2I performed better than Lucene
and SFC-QUAD, especially for HARD queries. This is due
to the simultaneous filtering over multiple dimensions: queries
with both spatial and textual constraints are evaluated considerably faster than spatial or textual alone. Figure 4 also
shows results of ST2I, Lucene and SFC-QUAD with different
query variations on the whole Twitter data set. Querying
times for ST2I are smaller than Lucene and SFC-QUAD by
a wide margin. In all experiments, query performance of
ST2I is proportional to the number of disk I/Os.
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Figure 5: Performance of top-k queries on EASY (a,
c) and HARD (b, d) workloads on Twitter data sets.
Table 4: Top-k queries on Wikipedia data set.
Approach
EASY EASY (I/O)
HARD HARD (I/O)
ST2I
45.570ms
0.92MB 50.434ms
0.88MB
RCA
61.685ms
0.18MB 174.504ms
0.41MB
Lucene
714.365ms
0.36MB 3996.813ms
0.38MB

4.5

Performance of Top-k Queries

We compared query evaluation performance for all approaches that support top-k queries using both the Twitter
and Wikipedia data sets. Since RCA does not support temporal constraints, we only generated queries with spatial and
textual constraints.
Queries. We created a workload consisting of 1000 unique
queries, where each query contains 2 keywords, a location,
and default query parameters k = 50, γ = 0.3. The textual
relevance semantic used was COSINE. We created additional workloads by varying k and number of keywords.
Results. Figure 5 shows the query processing times for
each approach with different query workloads on the Twitter data set. Results on Wikipedia data set are summarized
in Table 4. ST2I and RCA show comparable performance
on EASY workload. On HARD workload, ST2I performed
much better than other approaches. For instance, ST2I took
170ms on average to return the top 50 tweets, while RCA
and Lucene took 2,021ms and 85,324ms, respectively. The
results show the benefit of using a single index for spatial,
temporal and textual components, and the benefit of simultaneous filtering over multiple dimensions. All other approaches select all objects that match textual constraints before applying spatial constraints. When keywords are popular, the number of objects that matches textual constraints
increases exponentially.
Note that in Figure 5, the number of disk I/Os does not
correlate with the query processing time. The reason is that
the time required for disk I/O access is considerably smaller
than the query processing time; disk I/O is not a bottleneck
in all approaches (we have validated this information by analyzing the iowait times reported by the OS that showed to
be negligible during the query executions). Thus, the effect
of disk I/O on the overall query processing performance is
very small.

5.

RELATED WORK

Early works on spatio-temporal textual indexing used separate data structures for space, time and text [30, 32]. However, no performance results were reported. Cozza et al. [15]
used PostgreSQL/PostGIS to index geo-tagged tweets. Since
PostgreSQL does not provide built-in top-k query processing and the reported performance is several orders of magnitude slower than ST2I, we did not include PostgreSQL in
our comparison.
While both spatial and temporal indexes have been extensively studied in the literature, temporal and spatial issues
were treated independently. To the best of our knowledge,
ST2I is the first attempt to create an integrated spatiotemporal textual index.
Spatial Keyword Index. Numerous spatial keyword indexing strategies have been introduced in the past few years.
Chen et al. [12] carried out a comprehensive experimental
evaluation of 12 state-of-the-art strategies. In general, these
strategies can be categorized into three main types: spatialfirst, text-first, and combined. Spatial-first indices organize
spatial components into spatial data structures such as IR2 tree [16], R-tree [11], IR-tree [23], and WIBR-tree [33]. Textual components are inserted into spatial tree nodes or grid
cells, in various formats such as inverted lists [11, 23] and
inverted bitmaps [16, 33]. Christoforaki et al. [13] used a
quadtree for spatial components and space filling curves for
document IDs. They also compressed the document ID and
object frequencies in inverted lists. A major drawback of
spatial-first indices is that they are very sensitive to the
spatial constraints. These approaches are not optimized
for queries without a spatial constraint or with spatial constraints that have low selectivity, regardless of their textual
constraints. ST2I does not suffer from this problem since all
constraints types are considered for filtering the results.
Khodaei et al. [22] introduced a combined index called
SKIF which stores both spatial and textual components in
an inverted list. Spatial components are organized into cells,
and each cell is represented by an entry in the inverted list.
Unfortunately, this approach is prone to data skew and scalability issues because of the grid structure. In contrast,
by adopting a hierarchical space-partitioning data structure,
ST2I avoids these issues.
Several text-first indices have been proposed to support
top-k spatial keyword queries [12]. Text-first indices use
inverted lists to store documents and use spatial data structures for the spatial components. Rocha et al. [29] used an
R-tree to store spatial components for frequent keywords
and a flat list for infrequent keywords. Zhang et al. proposed the use of a quadtree [35] and Z-order encoding [34].
They also introduced score-bounded access to both textual
and spatial components. Similar to spatial-first, text-first
indices are not suitable for queries with complex spatialtemporal constraints.
Temporal Keyword Index. A number of approaches
have been proposed that support temporal keyword queries.
Berberich et al. [8] proposed a technique that supports temporal range queries. Their goal was to provide a better
response time than a sequential scan by allowing efficient
access to documents within the query time range. Jin et
al. [20] proposed several indices based on inverted files, B+tree and MAP-21 triple index. For each query, they retrieved
candidates from each index separately and merged them to

produce final results. However none of their ranking functions took into account the temporal relevance score.
Khodaei et al. [21] proposed a temporal-textual index
structure called T2 I2 that combines both temporal and textual components into an inverted list. Textual components
are organized into cells and each cell is represented by an
entry in the inverted list. As with any grid structure, this
approach is also prone to data skew besides having a large
storage requirement. He et al. [19] introduced methods to
provide better support for querying over versioned documents. They studied different partitioning methods to organize documents by time. It is not clear how these specialized
indices can efficiently support spatial constraints.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced ST2I, a new indexing strategy that uniformly handles text, space and time in a single
structure. ST2I uses context-free text mapping algorithms
to encode words in text as numbers, and a block-based kdtree structure embedded in a breadth-first order layout that
has a space requirement up to 50% smaller than current
techniques. This effectively increases the memory locality,
leading to better querying performance and enabling larger
data sets to be indexed. The flat memory structure also allows us to take advantage of 64-bit memory mapped files to
significantly reduce overhead for serving queries from disks.
Our experimental results show that ST2I performs uniformly
better than the other approaches: it is substantially faster
for both index construction and query evaluation, and it
also has smaller memory footprints and storage requirements
than most approaches.
In future work, we intend to improve performance of ST2I
by exploiting the parallelism supported by multiple CPU
cores, exploring efficient update approaches and developing a variable-bitrate encoding to support longer terms and
larger character set.
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